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Abstract—The growing need for smart and flexible systems
in many areas of industry, such as manufacturing, smart grids,
building automation systems and others, has resulted in new
design approaches such as Cyber-physical systems (CPS). This
raised the need for formal modelling of these systems to address
reliability and robustness requirements. This paper addresses the
problem of developing a formal semantics, based on abstract state
machines (ASM), for modelling of distributed control systems
for industrial CPS based on the IEC 61499 standard. The
developed approach allows to build formal models of flexible
distributed control systems for analysis and verification of various
properties.

Index Terms—formal modelling, abstract state machines,
cyber-physical systems, industrial control systems, flexible man-
ufacturing, distributed control systems, IEC 61499, function
blocks, CPS, ASM

I. INTRODUCTION

Over the last few years, the industrial automation field has
seen a paradigm shift from centralized control systems to
highly distributed. There is a growing need for such smart and
flexibile systems in areas such as manufacturing, smart grids,
building automation systems and others. The most promising
one is model-driven development, where the basis of any
application is a strict formal model, which can be verified
and used to auto-generate executable code. Today’s problem
is the lack of such strict formal model for modern fully-
distributed control systems, which would take into account
software execution semantics and modern features such as
event timestamping and node clock synchronization.

To design resilient control systems in automation, a Cyber-
physical systems (CPS) approach is becoming a basis for
multi-model testing, verification and code generation for var-
ious hardware controllers. CPS address modelling of tightly
integrated computer systems with physical equipment, where
physical processes can influence the computational processes
and vice versa. Wired and wireless networking is becoming
a necessary part of distributed industrial control systems
design and thus requires a new cyber-physical approach for
modelling.

The phenomenon observed in cyber-physical systems is
variety of cross-dependencies and influences between physical
processes, computational devices and communications, which
needs to be taken into account at design and verification
stages. In distributed, network-interconnected systems, timing
capabilities has become an important issue due to the most of

the physical disturbances influence networking. It is assumed
that the base software layer (in our case, IEC 61499) is the
most affected by CPS disturbances and at the same time has
the tightest requirements, so it is reasonable to first address
this layer in modelling and verification.

This paper addresses the problem of developing a for-
mal semantics, based on abstract state machines (ASM), for
modelling of distributed control systems for industrial CPS
based on the IEC 61499 standard. The new software design
standards aim at creation of flexible manufacturing systems,
where achieving certain reliability properties become a major
issue. To check the desired properties of such systems, an
advanced modelling and validation environment has to be
introduced on the all stages of development. The choice of the
classical ASM notation in this work is motivated by variety of
existing works on validation of ASM models. The general idea
is to build a multi-model design and validation environment
with the core, based on ASM formal model.

In this paper we present a part of developed notion on the
example of basic FB, which helps understand the general idea
behind the approach. The rest of the paper is structured as
follows. The section II refers to the related works in the field,
section III proposes a formal model based on ASM for IEC
61499 control systems, section IV shows a case study where
the given approach can be beneficial and finally the section V
concludes.

II. RELATED WORKS

A. Abstract state machines

The Abstract state machines notion, proposed by Yu. Gure-
vich, for the past three decades has been proven as an efficient
approach for the formal specification and analysis of computer
hardware and software. It has been demonstrated on numerous
modeling and verification projects, and later was introduced
into development environments for practical usage in high-
level system design and analysis [1].

The ASM can be used as an abstract modeling language
for high-level system design and analysis [2], model checking,
and especially effective when different analysis and validation
techniques may be applied to the same model. Various model
checking techniques has been applied to ASM models, starting
with symbolic model checking using SMV/nuSMV toolset,
and explicit state model checking with SPIN [3]–[5].



B. IEC 61499 formal semantics

The IEC 61499 standard defines a system-level software
architecture design language for the new generation of dis-
tributed industrial control systems. The main design entity of
the standard is an event-driven function block (FB), which
encapsulates some functionality [6]. The most generic FB
types are basic and composite. Basic FB encapsulates an
execution control chart (ECC) which usually controls an exe-
cution of simple algorithms attached to its states. Composite
FB contains a network of interconnected basic and composite
blocks, that make the whole application a hierarchical structure
of FBs. A very good survey of static formal methods in
industrial software desing and development is presented in [7].
The work in this paper builds on previous works in [8]–[10].
These works addressed basic and composite function blocks
semantic models and transformation to SMV language and
its application to formal verification. However, these works
were based on explicitly developed ”specialized” abstract state
machines notation (sASM) rather than well-known classical
ASM. Based on that work, an approach for FB modelling in
SMV was addressed in later works, for example [11] as well
as challenges of model checking of such systems. The basic
introduction of time and timestamps to the IEC 61499 formal
models was given in works [12], [13] and implemented in the
fb2smv tool [14]. A different view on timestamping events
in function blocks was shown in the paper [15], where the
timestamps can be used for real-time monitoring of the control
system’s execution.

The current work, however, addresses a problem of defin-
ing an ultimate modelling approach, which allows to apply
different model checking techniques as well as other ways of
formal analysis.

C. Time-Aware control systems for CPS

As noted previously, for such distributed systems, the phys-
ical environment disturbances often lead to unpredictable data
transfer delays. It is important, due to reliability requirements,
that such systems behave independently, called ”agnostic”
[16] to overcome possible communication errors and maintain
correct decision, even based on outdated information when the
sensory data has been delayed.

III. FORMAL SEMANTICS FOR TIMED CONTROL SYSTEMS

A. Basic function blocks

Basic function block consists of the interface part, that con-
tains event and data inputs and outputs, and the execution part
with execution control chart (ECC), operation state machine
(OSM) and algorithms. The interface part is responsible for
event priority handling and data sampling. The ECC is a state
machine that consists of EC states, EC transitions and EC
actions. The OSM is a state machine that defines operation
behaviour of the ECC and input/output data sampling.

Basic function block can be defined as a tuple:
BFB = (EI,EO, V I, V O,ECstate, ECtran,OSMstate,

ECaction, iw, ow)

where EI,EO are event inputs and outputs, V I, V O are input
and output variables, ECstate is a set of ECC states, ECtran
is a set of ECC transitions, OSMstate = {S0, S1, S2} is
a set of OSM states, ECaction is a set of EC actions,
iw : EI × V I → B - WITH-associations of the input
FB interface, defining the association of input variables with
input events (B = {true, false} refers to Boolean domain),
ow : EO × V O → B - WITH-associations of the output FB
interface. Input and output events are divided to timed and
non-timed. We denote non-timed input and output events as
EIN , EON and timed events as EIT , EOT (EI = EIN ∪
EIT , EO = EON ∪ EOT ). An input event value function
can be defined as valEi : EI → B, input data value function
- valDi : DI → dataDom, and similarly for output events
and data. The actual assignment of these functions’ values
is done in the corresponding rules. Due to elementary nature
of FB algorithms (in many cases), a simplified pattern can
be used when algorithms have no input parameters. In this
case, a function representing an algorithm, can be defined
as a function over a Cartesian product of related variables’
domains: alg : D1 ×D2 × · · · ×Dn where Di is the domain
of the i-th variable.

In cyclic execution model, several input events may
be triggered at different times within a single interval of
the corresponding FB inactivity, which we consider as
”simultaneous events”. In such a case, when several input
events are triggered simultaneously, one event at a time has
to be selected for processing. Selection of an input event is
based on event priorities. Further processing of non-selected
events is based on the chosen execution model. In the
simplest case, non-selected events can be just cancelled,
and more complicated execution models rely on event
queues (for example [17]). The event selection function
selectedEi : Ei→ B, which returns the selected event value,
can be defined as:

selectedEi(e) = case(e) of Ei1 : valEi(Ei1)

Ei2 : valEi(Ei2) ∧ ¬valEi(Ei1)
· · ·
Eij : valEi(Eij)∧

∧ ¬
∨

1≤k≤j−1

(valEi(Eik))

where Ei1 · · ·Eij correspond to the input events ordered
by their priority. An EC transition between ECC states is
enabled when the corresponding input event is selected and
the guard condition is true. guardCond : ECtran → B is
a function defined for each EC transition, usually based on
the input and internal data values. The ”enabled” function for
EC transitions enabledECtran : ECtran → B is defined
as: enabledECtran(t) = selectedEi(activationEi(t)) ∧
guardCond(t) where activationEi(t) : ECtran → Ei is
the EC transition activation event.

A transition can be enabled only if the corresponding acti-
vation event is selected. Various FB execution models depend
on additional signals of beginning and end of FB executions,



namely, α corresponds to a signal from an external execution
control dispatcher to current function block indicating start of
FB execution. β corresponds to a signal form current FB to a
dispatcher, indicating that the function block has finished its
execution.

Input data sampling is the first major action performed
by a FB when it receives the α (start execution) signal from
the execution dispatcher. All values of the input variables,
associated with active input events are transferred to internal
buffers.
sampling = forall v ∈ V I

with α ∧ s = S0 ∧ ( exist e ∈ EI :

(iw(e, v) ∧ selectedEi(e))
do valV i(v) := bufV i(v)

The selected input event is reset when the OSM is in
the state S1 and there is an active signal on the selected
event input: resetEi = forall e ∈ EI : (s = S1 ∧
selectedEi(e)) do valEi(e) := false.

Output data sampling. A set of rules to rewrite the values
of the external buffers with the values of the output variables,
is defined in a similar way, but due to paper size restrictions
is not present here.

ECC transitions rule. Execution control chart (ECC) is
the main part of basic FB, which controls execution of
algorithms and generates output events. sSrc(t) below refers
to the “source” ECC state for the transition t and sDst(t) –
“destination” ECC state for the transition t.
ECCtransition =

forall t ∈ ECtran :

(q = sSrc(t) ∧ EnabledECtran(t) ∧ s = S1)

do q := sDst(t)

OSM transitions. The first transition fires when a FB gets
an α signal from the dispatcher and there is an active selected
input event signal. In this case, OSM state s is changed to S1

and the EC actions counter na is set to 1, which means the
first EC action is ready to execute if any EC transition will
be fired. In the sate S1, the EC transitions are evaluated and,
if an enabled transition exists, the OSM goes to the state S2

where EC actions are executed.
OSMtransition =

if (α ∧ s = S0 ∧ (exist e ∈ EI : selectedEi(e))) then
s := S1, na := 1

else if (s = S1 ∧ existsEnabledECtran) then s := s2

else if (s = S2 ∧ na = 0) then s := s1

else if (s = S1 ∧ ¬existsEnabledECtran) then s := s0
Here, existsEnabledECtran : B is a function, which sim-
ply checks if there is any enabled ECC transition at the
moment: existsEnabledECtran = exist t ∈ ECtran :
enabledECtran(t)

And finally, the rules to communicate with a dispatcher by

means of resetting α and setting β signals.
changeStartF inishSignal =

if (α ∧ s = S0 ∧ ¬(exist e ∈ EI : selectedEi(e)))

∨ (s = S1 ∧ ¬existsEnabledECtran) then
α := false, β := true

B. Time in IEC 61499 models

The model of time for IEC 61499 function blocks proposed
in [12] offers discrete stepping countdown timers with pos-
sibility to combine timed and non-timed actions in the same
model. In this section, the model is formalized using the ASM
notation and combined with event timestamps.

Each local timer in the model is represented by a countdown
variable, controlled by an external time scheduler, which
implements the rules for changing values of all local timers.

At first, we introduce software timers corresponding
to ”E CYCLE” and ”E DELAY” function blocks in IEC
61499 standard. Timers are modelled as simplified func-
tion blocks, with interface containing two input events
(START, STOP ) ∈ EI , an output event eo ∈ EO and a
data input DT ∈ DI . The input events refer to commands
to start and stop the timer countdown, the output event is
fired when the given timeout DT : T has been exceeded
(where T is a time domain). It can be simply proven that
an ”E CYCLE” function block can be represented by means
of ”E DELAY” FB with event output connected to START
event input, therefore, only a model for ”E DELAY” FB is
shown below (where t : Timers represents a timer instance).

eDELAY (t) =

if α ∧D(t) = 0 then valEo(e) = true

D(t) = −1
else if α ∧ valEi(STOP ) then D(t) = −1
else if α ∧ valEi(START ) then D(t) = DT

A timer itself is only responsible for resetting the internal
timer variable D; changing of that variable is performed by
the time scheduler. For the sake of brevity and to abstract from
actual list traversing implementations, we will use seq forall
operator to denote a sequentian execution over an ordered
set of elements (with the syntax similar to the regular forall
operator). We will also use seq operator before a statement to
show that the statement is executed sequentially (and not in
parallel) with surrounding statements.
TimeScheduler = forall t ∈ Timers do

if D(t) >= 0 then V (t) := D(t)

else V (t) := Dmax

seq Dmin := min(V (t))

seq forall t ∈ Timers do
if β ∧ γ ∧D(t) > 0 then D(t) := D(t)−Dmin

Function V : Timers → T is evaluated based on the local
timer variable D : Timers → T . It equals to D(t) if the
corresponding local timer is active, and to maximum possible
timeout value Dmax if the timer is stopped.



IV. CASE STUDY

As a case study for the given approach we can show the one
cylinder example first introduced in [16] and further developed
in [13]. This cylinder can be used as a basic component for
the multicylinder intelligent manipulator, shown for example
in [18]. The cylinder examle illustrates an extreme approach of
distributed control, where a single cylinder has a smart sensor,
detecting the piston position and a controller for valve actu-
ation. Both sensor and controller are connected via wireless
network and thus prone to communication delays, caused by
physical disturbances. The control application is designed as
a network of IEC 61499 function blocks, distributed to these
two smart nodes.

First, the function block application with simulation models
was tested in nxtStudio environment. Fig. 1 shows plots
for three cases with: ideal link (blue), wireless link with
randomized communication delay (red) and timestamp-based
adjustments (green). The cylinder model then was converted
to an SMV model using fb2smv converter, that is based on
the model described in section III. And finally, the model was
verified against several LTL properties using bounded model
checking technique. Fig. 2 shows a plot, extracted from nuSmv
counterexample for a ”dummy” property G falsevar=TRUE,
that is showing cylinder position being stabilized by the PID
control.

Fig. 1. Simulation model plots.

Fig. 2. Plot extracted from nuSMV counterexample.

V. CONCLUSION

The proposed modelling approach can be used as a core
in a multi-model design environment for resilient control
systems of industrial CPS. This paper begins the development

of proposed modelling approach by implementations of basic
FBs and timers, however, implementation of composite FB
hierarchical structure is important for modelling various range
of real control systems. Further work is aimed at implementing
a support for such multi-level hierarchical models, which
are native for IEC 61499-based systems, modelling of FB
timestamp semantics with ASM, and creating software tools
to support this approach.
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